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Abstract
The paper proposes a process-functional model of transportation mix concrete, which is a structured description of a means of transportation technology mix concrete road at the level of the
production process. Range of activities related to the transportation of concrete mixtures is presented in the form of hierarchically nested processes that are coordinated on the basis of general
systems theory. The model is described in a strict sequence: process chain→process step→process
link, and all built technological chains consist of indivisible units.
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1. Introduction
Currently, despite the widespread use of monolithic construction, there are very few methodological developments aimed at improving the delivery of the transport process of concrete mixtures [1]-[3]. In turn, this is due
to the need to address a number of indicators for transport of concrete mixtures:
1) It must be done in a given time frame;
2) To specify the beginning and the same is true in the quality of the mixture during transport;
3) Proper use of concrete, due to the fact that it is irrevocably lost after laying their former properties and acHow to cite this paper: Ostroukh, A.V., Aleksandrovich, B.I. and Borisovich, P.M. (2014) Process-Functional Model of
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quire new one after concrete mixture placement.
It is quite difficult to develop a methodology which is capable to take into account all of the performance and
improve the performance of the technology “production-transportation-consumption”, but it is possible if we
consider the models, methods and tools, motor maintenance construction industries as an interrelated set of tasks
of production, transportation and use of concrete mixtures, materials and building products to construction sites.
A significant effect can be obtained as a result of the submission process of building materials, including concrete mixtures as a basic component of cast reinforced concrete construction, transporting them on objects and
Works complex—as a single chain of interconnected subsystems of [4]-[25] and also in the development of new
methods and models for motor maintenance, reducing occupational hazards.

2. Model Transporting Concrete Mixtures Road
Transportation technology mix concrete roads are invited to submit in the form of hierarchically nested
processes performed by the method of tuples [3]-[5]. Ordered set of phases in the process of organizing model of
the primary action to change the subject of work in the state of technology is a Link, the phases of which have a
direct, i.e. indissoluble relation to each other (Figure 1). This process is not subject to further decomposition and
is a primary element of any work in the transportation technology of concrete road. Each phase in the tuple is a
special place with rigidly deterministic interfacial bonds in the form of mutual obligations that are not violated.
Here:
f1, 2,3—sequence number of the phase tuple;
c1, 2,3—ordinal designation tuple connection phases;
o1, 2,3—feedback between phases tuple;
x1, y1, z1—phase process conveying concrete mixture, for example: x1—departure loaded vehicle with the
concrete mixing plant, y1—following the vehicle to the object being built, z1—the arrival of the vehicle to a new
project .
Next, the technique of the organization process chain “production-transportation-consumption”, which provides a coordinated functioning of all parts , the application of which the process of forming a plurality of tuples,
and correspondences between the elements of the system is set up the transformation of the object of labor in the
labor product or commodity [1]-[5]. Model tuples formed as long as all the operations necessary for transportation
of concrete mixtures node in concreting unit will not be structured.
Central feature sets in the model as a set of processes is determined by its relationship with the set of tuples
consistent (Figure 2), which reflect all the considered technology.
Here the links reflect the specific content of the stages of transportation technology of concrete road:
Link 3: step of loading the concrete mix into the vehicle;
Link 4: transportation of concrete to the object under construction;
Link 5: unloading of concrete on a construction site.
This acyclic network, and it actually has a semantic network using an interpretation of the relationship of nodes
of the graph as “part-whole” that reflects the content of the technological chain link tuples describing the technology of transportation mix concrete trucks.
Decomposition of the object of research on functional subsystems is performed by using basic functional model
of the process (Figure 3). It is a combination of minimum basic elements of the process model of the tuple in detail
describing the above technology.
Principles of parametric optimization of subsystems and procedures for the selection of the parameters in
multicriteriality, uncertainties and production risks are:
1) when the ratio of “one-to-many”: N1 = (Xi, fi)—element “entry”; N2 = (fi, Yi)—element “out”; N4 = (K,
fi)—the element of “control”; N5 = (M, fi)—an element of the “mechanism”;
2) in respect of the “many-to-many”: N3 = (Xi, Yi)—item “action”.
Here:
Xi—accumulated a lot of items of work (technology-related transportation of concrete mixes) used as part of
the “input” (accumulation);
Yi—a lot of converted objects of labor (also related to the transportation technology of concrete mixtures)
used as part of the “exit” (conversion);
fi—operation used as part of the “action” (moving);
K—a set of data objects that are used as part of the “control”;
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Figure 3. Elementary functional model of the process.

M—set of elements of transport structures used as part of the “mechanism for moving the object of labor”.
Thus, the system-wide study is performed, allowing presenting a set of works in the form of hierarchically
nested processes that are coordinated on the basis of general systems theory.

3. Determining the Reliability of Transportation Technology of Concrete Mixtures
Reliability of the system is the likelihood that the operation under given conditions the system will satisfactorily
perform the desired functions within a specified time interval. Reliability indices processes with probabilistic data
values are in the range 0 ≤ P ≤ 1. The “0” is an indication of the complete cessation of functioning, and “1”—an
indicator of the total interaction. The process of transporting the concrete mix was used to determine the quality of
their work such indicators as: stability, reliability, recoverability. Reliability affects in this case the resilience of the
system is on. Because the technology of transportation of concrete mixtures can be viewed as a process, it is permissible to express the reliability of using a formula.
Reliability technology transportation of concrete mix for some time t is completely specified function R(t), if we
know the function of the reliability of individual stages of this technology, i.e.:
n

R ( t ) = ∏Rm ( t ) ,
i =1

Rm(t)—the reliability of individual units transporting concrete technology. The reliability of these phases is
calculated based on the number of risks identified and registered. To calculate Rm(t) uses statistical data. The
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formula for calculating Rm(t):
λ—risk ratio for a particular stage of concrete transportation technology; t—duration of a certain stage of the
transport technology of concrete mix (h); m—number of stages.

f—total standard deviation on to consider the risk to the adoption in the calculation of their probabilities;
hcpi—average probability of the i-th risk.

Hopti—optimized the probability of the i-th risk; hcpi—average probability of the i-th risk; n—amount accounted risk Link.

4. Modern Automated Dispatching Control Systems
Automated dispatching control systems (ADCS) of motor transport park are built on the basis of satellite navigation. The primary assignment of such systems is reliability support of centralized transport facility park control on industrial enterprise. ADCS solves next problems [21] [22].
1) Improving scheduling and scheduled transport operations execution, improving enterprises production
transportation;
2) Efficiency increase of transport facility use (decrease of involuntary loss of time on a line; sustainable rolling-stock and stockpile use and, as a consequence of this, decrease of transport maintenance costs);
3) Increase of operation safety of enterprises motor transport.
Notion of control point (CP) lies in the heart of transportation planning subsystem operation of modern dispatching system. Control point is some spot of area, which preset required transport facility passage point
(Figure 4).
Control points are used for transportation plans compound (TF should pass defined arranged set of CP’s in a
given time) and for TF’s actual movement evaluating [4]-[25].
Different real infrastructure objects can be represented in the form of CP (objects of: load/off-load, filling/drain, construction, petrol station, etc.). When TF’s navigational coordinate came into ADCS, system verifies its entry to each of polygon. Determination process of CP with its navigational coordinate calls “linkage” of
navigational coordinate and CP [6]. CP can be composed of polygon or geometric primitive: triangles, rectangles, parallel-grams, circumferences. If CP consists of several primitives, then it’s called complex Control Point.
CP’s area is a primitive pack area which compounds current CP.
A “Ray tracing method” can be used for navigational coordinate ingress of CP’s area evaluation (Figure 5).

Figure 4. A hit of navigation point on CP.
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Figure 5. Algorithm of linkage of navigation point ad CP.
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This algorithm is used in computational geometry for spot ingress of closed polygon evaluation, but it doesn’t
take into account inaccuracies which are concerned with navigational equipment operation.
These inaccuracies can be neglected, as CP’s areas rarely can be more than 500 meters. So the effect of cartographic projection distortion wouldn’t make large inaccuracies in such scales [6].
During ACDS operation system marks CP’s with their navigational coordinates, if they have once. It is called
CP’s include. Include shows which of CP’s were passed by TF’s and which of CP’s appeared “false”. This approach is based on TF’s time spent on CP evaluation. From data included and false CP’s, ACDS allows to define
actual value of fulfilled transport work, and it can also compare findings with planned values which were specified before TF’s leave on a line.
CP’s use has been shown itself as a good approach, but it doesn’t have only advantages. The main disadvantages of CP’s approach are [10]:
• Manual input. Enterprise dispatching centers specialists mark CP’s by hand. This process is laborious, monotonous and tiring. Therefore a human element influences on efficiency.
• CP’s are static. Once entered in a database CP’s can be only updated or deleted, but it practically never happens. If such system would be scaled to a region wide or countrywide coverage, then data in a database
would take much space that entails systems slow operation.
• CP’s are discrete and detached. CP sets fixed area. If TF passed not through defined CP in some reason, it
means that transportation plan was disrupted. Though it couldn’t be so in some reasons.
• From all observations above it is suggested to swerve from static manual transportation planning to automatic dynamic planning. It doesn’t mean that human element would be fully excluded. It is impossible. But human element influence would be minimized.

5. Conclusions
System-wide developmental work has been carried out, which allows presenting work package in the form of
hierarchically embedded processes that are coordinated on the basis of general systems theory.
The proposed technique is based on the model of tuples. As a result, it becomes possible to identify production risks. Choice of risks that should be minimized passes with using an expert method based on the situational
model.
Quick and regular transportation and off-load of manufactured production are important constituents of industrial enterprise successful work. The main load in this task lays on automotive transport, which is optimal
from different points of view. An enterprise should consider a lot of factors for high-quality transportation,
among them: transportation costs, prompt delivery, constantly changing traffic situation.
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